Recent results on B s oscillations and CP violation parameters as performed by the CDF and D0 collaborations are presented.
Introduction
The Tevatron is a heavy flavour factory that has produced large samples of B s mesons allowing for in-depth study and measurement of the mixing and CP parameters ∆m s , Γ s , a s sl . This paper presents measurements of B s mixing, a s sl using same-sign dimuon events and an analysis of B s → D − s µ + X decays, and ∆Γ s in B s → D * s D * s . Combinations of these results are also presented.
B s Mixing
Since neutral B meson mass eigentstates can be described as a linear combination of the weak eigenstates they can mix. For the B s meson we can write:
where the mass difference between the eigenstates is given by
D0 and CDF reconstruct the decays B s → D s X where X can be leptons, one pion, or three pions. Decays including leptons (typically muons) are easier to trigger on but cannot be fully reconstructed because of the neutrino in the final state. Decays to pions can be fully reconstructed and hence have much better lifetime resolution but require a trigger on the displaced vertex of the decay.
To fit the mixing parameters the flavour of the B meson at production is required. This is identified using same side and opposite side tagging. The accuracy and precision of the tagging is confirmed using B d oscillations [1] . The probability that any given event originated from a given B s flavour is determined and combined in an unbinned maximum likelihood fit. An example of the resulting amplitude scan is shown for the CDF experiment in Fig. 1 . CDF's inclusion of the hadronic decay channels allow them to observe B s oscillations [2] and they measure ∆m s = 17.77 ± 0.10(stat) ± 0.07(syst) ps −1 with a significance larger than 5σ using 1.0 pb −1 of data. D0's measurement [3] is dominated by the semileptonic decay channels and has a significance of 3σ and they find ∆m s = 18.53 ± 0.93(stat) ± 0.30(syst) ps −1 using 2.4 pb −1 of data.
CP Violation in Mixing: a s sl

Same Sign Dimuon Asymmetry
CP violation in the mixing of neutral B mesons can be searched for by measuring the asymmetry in same sign dimuon events:
CDF [4] uses the two dimensional (µ µ) impact parameter to identify the contributions from different sources (which include b, c, decays and fakes) to extract an asymmetry value of A µ µ sl = −0.0080 ± 0.0090(stat) ± 0.0068(syst) using 1.6 pb −1 of data. D0 [5] makes use of the ability to reverse its magnetic field to reduce the background asymmetry. The resulting asymmetry is found to be A • D0: a s sl = −0.0064 ± 0.0101(combined). Fig.2 ) using 5.0 pb −1 of data. . Here
The asymmetry values are extracted via an unbinned likelihood fit of the visible proper decay length taking into account of tagging probabilities, decay length resolution and the contributions from backgrounds such as B d and B + decays. The likelihood function used is
The number of signal events for oscillated B s decays are extracted for the various different magnet polarities and used to determine a s f s : a s f s = −1.7 ± 9.1(stat)
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